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1. Introduction 

The Citrus team, together with the project team, has prepared certain possible options for 
defining application programming interfaces (APIs) and data flows for travel chains when acting 
on someone else’s behalf. As the legislation does not stipulate any detailed specifications for 
APIs, it is possible, in practice, to reach several different agreements between different parties. 
This Citrus document describes different technical solution tools.  

2. Travel chains – parties and data flows 

A general figure of a travel chain has been prepared to form the basis of API specifications. 
Parties include a customer, an integrated mobility service, mobility services and registers. The 
travel chain proceeds through the following stages: the customer’s authorisation for acting on 
their behalf, travel planning (not within the scope of the legislation; illustrated in grey), 
purchasing a journey, travel, customer complaint.  

 

As shown in the figure, API specifications are important at the authorisation and purchase 
stages. When acting on someone else’s behalf, parties to the travel chain have different roles, 
as described below: 
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3. Authorisation 

A process description has been prepared for authorisations. Parties to the process include 

a customer, an operator acting on someone else’s behalf (e.g. an integrated mobility 

service), a mobility service and an external data controller. The areas highlighted in red 

are based on an alternative model, in which identification data about authorisation is 

saved for the operator acting on someone else’s behalf and the mobility service provider. 

The final solution depends on the parties and their internal needs.  

 

Authorisation APIs are indicated by numbers from one to four in the figure. The data content 
passing through APIs is presented in the following table:  
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The following principles apply to using and saving authorisations: 

• Data is disclosed from a mobility service to the operator acting on someone else’s behalf. 
• The mobility service must save information that indicates that the user has given their 

consent to disclosing data. 
• This information must be saved for at least as long as data is disclosed, i.e. for as long as 

the authorisation to use user account data remains valid in this case. 
• At minimum, the authorisation is an access management token, the validity period of 

which usually ranges from tens of seconds to a few hours, and which the service can 
renew using the refresh token function whenever the user uses the service, as long as the 
user can be found and the authorisation has not been removed. When the validity of the 
authorisation ends, data has been saved in log data, where it can be accessed in the case 
of conflicts or information security incidents within the scope of the retention period for 
log data. 

• The mobility service is in the position of an access management service, and it is 
responsible for defining how long the identification and authorisation remain valid. 

The example presented in the figure represents an authorisation and identification flow 

based on OpenID Connect. This is one possible option. 

 

A user authorises the operator acting on their behalf to use their user account in the 

mobility service. We have built two optional models of this type of authorisation. They are 

presented in the following figure. 
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The OpenID Connect identity layer is based on the OAuth 2.0 (RFC 6749) protocol 

(https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749). OpenID Connect is a federated identity management 

(FIM) recommendation built on top of OAuth 2.0 ( https://openid.net/specs/openid-

connect-core-1_0.html). OpenID Connect is more secure than OAuth 2.0 or SAML alone, 

and it is more suitable for APIs in JSON format than SAML, which is particularly suitable for 

SOAP APIs. Most global identification services use OpenID Connect or SAML. The TUPAS 

identification system of Finnish banks will be replaced by these. The transition period for 

members of the TUPAS trust network ends in autumn 2019 

(http://www.finanssiala.fi/uutismajakka/Sivut/Luottamusverkosto,-TUPAS-ja-tunnistamisen-

muutokset.aspx).  The Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority (FICORA) has 

prepared recommendations 212/2018 S (SAML) and 213/2018 S (OIDC) for national trust 

network APIs. The Finnish identification sector shifted towards the use of OpenID Connect 

during 2018.  

For example, a solution similar to OAuth 2.0, excluding practices recommended by 

OpenID Connect, have been used during the first stage of the Lippu project. For example, 

a customised X-Authorization header has been used in the first-stage API 

https://github.com/finnishtransportagency/lippu-api , whereas the recommendation is to 

use a standard Authorization header with a Bearer token in API calls. An example of how 

to search for user data if a mobility service offers the /userinfo API as stated in the 

recommendation is presented below: 

GET /userinfo HTTP/1.1 

Host: server.example.com 

Authorization: Bearer SlAV32hkKG 

Login endpoints in the first-stage API have different functions and names than the 

/authorize and /token endpoints stated in the recommendation. The example solution 

does not include any requirement for acting on someone else’s behalf, i.e. a user account 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html
https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html
http://www.finanssiala.fi/uutismajakka/Sivut/Luottamusverkosto,-TUPAS-ja-tunnistamisen-muutokset.aspx
http://www.finanssiala.fi/uutismajakka/Sivut/Luottamusverkosto,-TUPAS-ja-tunnistamisen-muutokset.aspx
https://github.com/finnishtransportagency/lippu-api
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or the identification of its user. The API user identified in the first-stage API is not the owner 

of the user account, but an application that uses the API. Passenger data is transmitted in 

plain text, not in pseudonymous format. Deviating from recommendations usually results in 

additional specifications, plans, implementations, tests and information security 

verifications from API users and may form an extra obstacle and generate additional costs 

when using the API. 

Authorisations can also be given on the basis of consent1. Examples of authorisations 

based on consent as listed in the data protection report prepared by Dittmar & Ingrenius 

include the standard methods offered by OpenID Connect to interact with the user as 

listed here. However, API providers should note that consent is only one way of obtaining 

authorisations. When using a solution based on OpenID Connect, a mobility service should 

be implemented so that a user uses a service that offers to act on their behalf and the 

operator acting on the user’s behalf asks for consent on the user’s behalf. 

- none: Can be used to check whether authorisation exists; only errors are returned. 

- Login: The user is asked to log in again if their previous login is no longer valid. 

- Consent: The user is asked to give their consent to using their data (login required). 

- Select account: The user is asked to select the user account, for the use of which 

they want to authorise the operator acting on their behalf (the user may have 

identifiers and a valid session for several accounts, e.g. business or personal 

account, their child’s account, etc.). 

OpenID Connect defines certain standard user data that can be distributed based on 

consent given by the user. Note: Even if all standard data about the user was available, 

consent must be asked and only the data that is necessary in order to act on the user’s 

behalf can be distributed. For example, a customer number or personal identity code 

require additions to the protocol.  

 

In the national trust network, the additional fields presented in the following figure have 

been defined for OpenID Connect (and SAML). (Finnish Trust Network OpenID Connect 1.0 

                                                           
1 Here, consent may not mean legal consent to process personal data, but keeping the user 

generally informed. 
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Protocol Profile version 1.0. FICORA Recommendation. 213/2018 

Shttps://www.viestintavirasto.fi/attachments/suositukset/ftn_oidc_profile_v1.0_ficora_rec_2

13_2018_s.pdf )2 

 

 

4. Purchasing a journey, i.e. a sales interface 

The following minimum requirements apply to the functionality of a sales interface: 

• A mobility service offers an API at least for receiving reservations/orders (data flows 

in travel chains – purchasing a journey). 

• So that an operator acting on someone else’s behalf can place an order, it must 

have access to sufficient route, stop, timetable, price and digital accessibility data, 

as well as physical accessibility data, via APIs (in practice, the essential data listed 

in chapter 2, section 1, subsection 1 of the Act on Transport Services is necessary for 

normal-priced travel entitlements and those carrying a discount, compensation or 

special condition when acting on someone else’s behalf as stipulated in section 2a; 

see data flows in travel chains – travel planning). 

• A condition for acting on someone else’s behalf is that “the identification and user 

information existing in the service user’s user account” be used (section 2a, 

subsection 1). In the API, data in the user account used to purchase a journey and 

the personal data of any other passengers should be transmitted in pseudonymous 

                                                           

2 FICORA’s specification concerns APIs with a pre-defined data content between strong 

identification providers. The right to process personal data must be assessed when acting on 

someone else’s behalf. 

 

https://www.viestintavirasto.fi/attachments/suositukset/ftn_oidc_profile_v1.0_ficora_rec_213_2018_s.pdf
https://www.viestintavirasto.fi/attachments/suositukset/ftn_oidc_profile_v1.0_ficora_rec_213_2018_s.pdf
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format and only to the extent as is necessary to register and check the travel 

entitlement. 

The differences in using APIs at the first stage of the Lippu project and its second stage 

(acting on someone else’s behalf) are as follows: 

 

Purchasing a journey can be described similarly to authorisations. Parties include a 

customer, an operator acting on someone else’s behalf, a mobility service and an 

external data controller. In the figure, the payment process is highlighted in grey because 

it is not stipulated in the Act on Transport Services as a function. 

 

APIs have been numbered from one to seven. The table below describes APIs and their 

data content. 
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The data architecture of a sales interface and a comparison with the first stage have 

been presented in the following table. Parties to the sales interface include an operator 

acting on someone else’s behalf, a customer, a payer and passengers.  The columns are 

as follows: 

In columns 1–2, the data architecture has been presented at a logical level.  

Column 3 includes a reference to the example solution built at the first stage and 
describes how the data field in question has been implemented in its API. 

Column 4 presents a recommendation how data should be presented so as to meet the 
requirements set for acting on someone else’s behalf and to be as standard as possible. 

 

The following table defines the data content of the sales interface regarding travel 
entitlements.  
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The following table defines data about products and prices in the sales interface.  

 

The following table describes technical identifiers in the sales interface. 

 

5. Physical implementation of APIs  
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The legislation does not directly stipulate how an API should be implemented.  The 

implementation method also affects what standards apply to the identification process 

and authorisations. However, requirements for having real-time and standard data can 

usually be fulfilled by using modern solutions, such as APIs based on REST architectural 

principles. GraphQL or other types of APIs (gRPC, etc.) have not been considered to be 

sufficiently manageable for open APIs intended for public use or shared use by partners. 

However, these may also be viable options as technologies and practices develop. Their 

standard data format is JSON and JSON schema where different sets of schemas can be 

used (schema.org usually for commercial purposes).  In addition, XML and XML schema 

can be used in REST and SOAP solutions.  

 


